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Since 2003, the DIERS users group has been developing models and tools for theSince 2003, the DIERS users group has been developing models and tools for the 
assessment of PRV stability

Advanced tools are useful for a good engineering analysis

Gain more insight into PRV stabilitGain more insight into PRV stability 

Gain more insight into system dynamics and performance

We need to better understand overall system dynamicsWe need to better understand overall system dynamics

The majority of practical scenarios deal with finite reservoirs

We need to better understand what happens to the system on the way to 10 % 
f loverpressure for example

The DIERS users group will make these models available in SuperChems for 
DIERS starting with version 6.4mpg p
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To accurately assess whether a “relief system” will operate in a stable manner (chatter o accu ate y assess et e a e e syste ope ate a stab e a e (c atte
free) you must consider  the following important system time constants and how they 
interact

Valve time constant

How fast does a pressure relief device close and open?

Vessel or pressure source time constant

How fast does a vessel de-pressure and re-pressure after a pressure relief 
device opens and re-seats?

Inlet line time constantInlet line time constant

How long does it take for a pressure wave to propagate upstream from a 
pressure relief device to the pressure source and back?

Outlet line time constant

Acoustic barriers may be established due to “body bowl choking”

Note that acoustic barriers such as the presence of control valves change in

Slide 2

Note that acoustic barriers, such as the presence of control valves, change in 
diameter, etc. can cause standing waves that can lead to acoustic coupling or 
resonance with relief systems components
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What can one do without the use of a detailed dynamics model to establish if PRVWhat can one do without the use of a detailed dynamics model to establish if PRV 
stability is an issue for a specific installation?

The key is to decouple PRV frequency from the piping and other important system 
frequencies or to slow down the valve response (closure) timefrequencies or to slow down the valve response (closure) time

For example, it has been shown that very long inlet lines will result in stable 
PRV operation. Why?

It has also been shown that inlet lines with expanders and reducers will result inIt has also been shown that inlet lines with expanders and reducers will result in 
stable PRV operation. Why?

Since liquid flow is not typically choked, there are less uncertainties for liquid flow 
l tisolutions

The fluid dynamics equations are much easier to solve using 1D or 2D partial 
differential equation solutions for all liquid flow
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Th S Ch PRV t bilit d l i t f f i t t tThe SuperChems PRV stability model consists of four important components

Dynamic vessel models for single and 
multiphase reacting flowsp g

Steady state and dynamic piping models 
for single and multiphase reacting flows

Shock discontinuity and multiple chokes 
methods for flow through pipes of single 
and multiphase reacting flowsp g

Dynamic single degree of freedom 
(SDOF) PRV model
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Detailed SuperChems two-phase flow dynamics for vessels – internal energy p p y gy
balance
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Detailed SuperChems two-phase flow dynamics for vessels – volume, mass, and p p y
phase equilibrium balances

Volume

Mass

Equilibrium
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Detailed SuperChems flow dynamics for reacting two-phase flow in pipes –p y g p p p
mass and volume

Vapor Mass

Liquid Mass

Total Mass

Vapor Volume

Liquid Volume
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Detailed SuperChems flow dynamics for reacting two-phase flow in pipes –Detailed SuperChems flow dynamics for reacting two phase flow in pipes 
momentum, energy, and phase equilibrium

MomentumMomentum

Energy

Equilibrium
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How do we find multiple chokes?How do we find multiple chokes?

1. Specify number of piping segments (N) and set starting piping segment location to 0

2. Specify composition, starting temperature, and pressurep y p , g p , p

3. Guess mass flow rate

4. Solve pipe flow differential balances with respect to pressure

5. If normalized travel distance (z) is greater or equal to actual pipe length, increase mass flow 
and go back to step 4

6 If the choke point is at segment N stop6. If the choke point is at segment N, stop.

7. Set starting pipe index to choke point location

8 Guess an irreversible energy loss [reduce pressure and resolve temperature] and go back to8. Guess an irreversible energy loss [reduce pressure and resolve temperature], and go back to 
step 4

9. If exit pressure > back pressure and traveled distance (z) is greater or equal to remaining pipe 
length, increase energy loss and go back to step 4
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10. Go to step 6



How do we find multiple chokes All vapor flow exampleHow do we find multiple chokes – All vapor flow example
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First locate the first choke point solutionFirst, locate the first choke point solution
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Then locate the remaining choke points at the flow rate regulated by the first choke g p g y
point (4.82 kg/s)
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The SuperChems PRV dynamic model is adapted from Melhem/Fisher [2003] and  p y p [ ]
Singh and Shak [1983]
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The movement of the PRV disk depends on a force balance between the upward fluidThe movement of the PRV disk depends on a force balance between the upward fluid 
force and downward spring and backpressure forces
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The net force on the valve disk can be calculated as the difference between theThe net force on the valve disk can be calculated as the difference between the 
upward and downward forces
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As the valve seat starts to lift, the curtain area will initially be smaller than the nozzle y
flow area and will regulate the flow

Also note that the discharge coefficient 
ill change ith disk liftwill change with disk lift
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Recent CFD work in Europe shows a complex pressure profile!Recent CFD work in Europe shows a complex pressure profile!
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Using a single degree of freedom analysis, we can describe the motion of the valve g g g y
disk
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Using a single degree of freedom analysis, we can describe the motion of the valve g g g y
disk

Undamped circular natural frequency. 
Radians/s

Undamped natural period. s

Undamped natural frequency. s
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When the valve disk is on the seat or the upper stop, a coefficient of restitution is used pp p
to reverse the spindle direction
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The dynamics of the PRV alone are not sufficient to describe practical applications. We y p pp
must couple the vessel dynamics, and associated piping with the solution
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PRV stability is heavily influenced by the configuration of inlet and discharge pipingPRV stability is heavily influenced by the configuration of inlet and discharge piping. 
For simple configurations, the upstream pressure drop or rise can be estimated from 
the following equations
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Complex piping configurations will require the solution of 1D and 2D fluid dynamics p p p g g q y
equations

Flow
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Complex piping configurations will require the solution of 1D and 2D fluid dynamics p p p g g q y
equations
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Complex piping configurations will require the solution of 1D and 2D fluid dynamics p p p g g q y
equations
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Complex piping configurations will require the solution of 1D and 2D fluid dynamics p p p g g q y
equations
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Complex piping configurations will require the solution of 1D and 2D fluid dynamics p p p g g q y
equations
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Complex piping configurations will require the solution of 1D and 2D fluid dynamics p p p g g q y
equations
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Complex piping configurations will require the solution of 1D and 2D fluid dynamics p p p g g q y
equations
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A ti b i l b t bli h d b f b d b l h kiAcoustic barriers may also be established because of body bowl choking

How do we establish where the acoustic barriers are without having to solve the 
complete fluid dynamics equations in 1 or 2D?p y q

Just because we cannot easily solve the 1D or 2D pipe flow dynamics for two-
phase flow in complex piping, we can use the single phase solutions to identify the 
“effective acoustic” length of the piping to use simpler formulas“effective acoustic” length of the piping to use simpler formulas
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SuperChems version 6 4mp introduces PRV dynamics functionality to the PRV objectSuperChems version 6.4mp introduces PRV dynamics functionality to the PRV object
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Let’s examine the dynamics of a 5 m3 vessel full of air at 25 C and 55 psig using the y p g g
Farris 4P6 PRV considered by Grolmes earlier
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Let’s examine the dynamics of a 5 m3 vessel full of air at 25 C and 55 psig using the y p g g
Farris 4P6 PRV considered by Grolmes earlier
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Let’s examine the dynamics of a 5 m3 vessel full of air at 25 C and 55 psig using the y p g g
Farris 4P6 PRV considered by Grolmes earlier

The dynamics predict a blowdown of 10 %
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In order to use the dynamics, some parameters have to be either calibrated from testIn order to use the dynamics, some parameters have to be either calibrated from test 
data or set to conservative values

Accurate valve geometry – AD, AI, AN and Abel

This information sho ld be eas to obtain Pro ide as ratios to AThis information should be easy to obtain – Provide as ratios to AN

Mass of moving parts and spring constant

Obtain from manufacturer or use Mike Grolmes estimation methodObtain from manufacturer or use Mike Grolmes estimation method

Maximum lift, and Discharge Coefficient at maximum lift

Obtain from valve manufacturer or Red bookObtain from valve manufacturer or Red book

Obtain from manufacturer or calibrate using PRV dynamic model from actual test 
data for specific classes of PRVs

Fluid exit angle at full lift

Discharge coefficient vs. lift parameter

Momentum transfer to disk efficiency factor

Slide 35

Momentum transfer to disk efficiency factor
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How many cycles can be allowed before PRV and/or PRV components made from y y p
typical steel fail?

Applied Cyclic Cycles to Failure See Grolmes Presentation at DIERS 
Stress - psi
300,000 23
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2011 Fall meeting regarding types of 
failure and how they relate to size of 
valve and set points
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SuperChems PRV Stability Model DescriptionsSuperChems PRV Stability Model Descriptions

This model description is in DRAFT form and is provided for discussion purposes 
only.

The DIERS users group is continuing to improve and develop the model, especially 
those aspects dealing with damage to system and valve components
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1

50.1 PRV Stability Model Overview

The SuperChems PRV stability model integrates four key components:

Dynamic Vessel Model This is a detailed dynamic model that already exists in SuperChems for

reacting single and multiphase systems.

Inlet Piping Model This is an existing detailed piping flow model for single and multiphase react-

ing flow. This model is coupled with the dynamic vessel model to provide the inlet pressure

loss and fluid conditions at the inlet of the PRV.

Discharge Piping Model This is an existing detailed piping flow model for single and multiphase

reacting flow. This model is coupled with the dynamic vessel model to provide the back

pressure and fluid conditions at the dicharge of the PRV. This model performs the shock

discontinuity calculations.

Dynamic PRV Model This is detailed dynamic model based on a modification of the method

developed by Singh and Shak [1]. This model relies on the existing detailed SuperChems

dynamic vessel and piping models to calculate the fluid conditions at the inlet and discharge

of the PRV for a specified user time step.

50.2 Dynamic PRV Model

The cross section and main components of a typical safety valve are shown in Figures 50.1 and

50.2. These Figures were adapted from Singh and Shak [1].

The movement of the valve disc depends on a force balance between the upward fluid force, FUp
and the downward spring and back pressure forces, FDn.

The downward force consists of a back pressure force, a spring force, and the weight of the disc

and moving parts:

FDn = PBAB +Ks (xo + x) + PatmAbel +mDg (50.1)

= PB (AD −Abel) +Ks (xo + x) + PatmAbel +mDg (50.2)

= PBAD +Ks (xo + x) + (Patm − PB)Abel +mDg (50.3)

AD = πR2
D ' πR2

4 (50.4)

where, FDn is in N 1, AB is the back pressure area in m2, PB is the back pressure acting on AB

in Pa, AD is the entire disk back pressure area in m2, RD is the entire back pressure area radius

in m, R4 is the inner radius of the ring in m, Ks is the spring constant in N/m, xo is the initial

compression of the valve spring at zero lift in m, x is valve stem displacement in m, Patm is the

11 N = 1 kg m

s
2 , 1 J = 1 N.m = 1 Pa.m3 = 1 W.s
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2

Figure 50.1: Typical components of a safety valve
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3

Figure 50.2: Forces acting on the valve disc and control volume

atmospheric pressure in Pa, Abel is the area of the disc enclosed by bellows in m2, mD is the mass

of the valve disc and moving parts in kg, and g is the acceleration due to gravity equal to 9.80665

m/s2. Note that bellows will isolate the back of the disc from back pressure existing in the body

bowl and prevent leakage of process fluid to the atmosphere. Bellows can only withstand specific

levels of back pressure and can be damaged due to excessive back pressure. If the bellows are

subjected to excessive back pressure and are damaged, the valve will then behave as a conventional

valve, i.e. the entire disc area will be subjected to PB.

The upward fluid force FUp acting on the disc depends on the fluid momentum and momentum

transfer from the fluid stream impacting the disc. The momentum transfer to the disc is not easily

represented using a one dimensional force balance and is strongly influenced by disk lift, disk

geometry, and the blow down ring settings. The relative location of the rings 2 with respect to

the seat level affects the fluid flow path and discharge angle as shown in Figure 50.1. FUp can be

calculated using the following expression:

FUp = PIAI + PSAS + PRAR + PEAE + ṁ ue cos θ +
ṁ2

ρIAI
(50.5)

2The guide and nozzle adjustment rings are threaded and can be moved up or down. The outer periphery of these

rings is divided into uniform vertical notches. Each of the rings can be fixed at a desired vertical location relative to

the valve seat level with the help of a locking screw through the valve body. The position of the adjustment rings

with respect to valve seat level is typically specific by number of notches. The total number of notches on each ring

corresponds to one revolution of that ring.
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4

AI = πR2
1 (50.6)

AS = πR2
2 − πR2

1 (50.7)

AR = πR2
3 − πR2

2 (50.8)

AE = 2πR3 (x+ δNR) (50.9)

AN = πR2
N (50.10)

θ = 90 + (θo − 90)

√

x

xmax
(50.11)

where FUp is in N, PI is pressure at the inner seat area in Pa, AI is the flow area at the inner seat

radius in m2, R1 is the inner seat radius in m, PS is pressure at the top surface of the valve seat in

Pa, AS is the area at the top surface of the valve seat in m2, R2 is the outer seat radius in m, PR is

pressure at the top surface of the nozzle ring in Pa, AR is the area at the top surface of the nozzle

ring in m2, R3 is the outer radius of the nozzle ring in m, PE is the pressure in the annular flow

area between the guide and nozzle rings in Pa, AE is the annular flow area between the guide and

nozzle rings in m2, δNR is the nozzle ring displacement from the valve seat level in m, ṁ is the

mass flow rate in kg/s, ue is fluid exit velocity (typically sonic) at the annular flow area between

the rings in m/s, θ is the fluid exit discharge angle with respect to the vertical in degrees, θo is the

fluid exist discharge angle from the vertical at full open valve stem position in degrees, xmax is the

maximum valve lift in m, and ρI is the fluid density at the inner seat in kg/m3.For a valve with a

constant nozzle flow area, R1 and RN are equal, i.e. AI = AN .

The net upward force on the valve disk can then be calculated as follows:

FNET = FUp − FDn

= PIAI + PSAS + PRAR + PEAE + ṁ ue cos θ +
ṁ2

ρIAI

−PBAD −Ksxo −Ksx− (Patm − PB)Abel −mDg (50.12)

The pressure at which the valve starts to open, Pset, can be obtained from a force balance at initial

opening:

Ksxo +mDg = (Pset − Patm)AI (50.13)

Substituting the left hand side of the above equation in Equation 50.12, leads to the following

general expression for the net upward force on the valve disk:

FNET = FUp − FDn

= (PI − Pset + Patm)AI + PSAS + PRAR + PEAE + ṁ ue cos θ +
ṁ2

ρIAI

−PBAD −Ksx− (Patm − PB)Abel (50.14)
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5

Values for AS, AR, and AE are typically not readily available. We can rewrite those contributions

as a function of the disk area minus the nozzle area:

FNET = FUp − FDn

= (PI − Pset + Patm)AI + ηP∗ (AD −AI) + ṁ ue cos θ +
ṁ2

ρIAI

−PBAD −Ksx− (Patm − PB)Abel (50.15)

where P∗ is the pressure on the upstream side of the disk in Pa and η is a conversion efficiency

factor that can be determined experimentally for specific classes of pressure relief valves. η is used

to calibrate the model and to account for specific valve/disk geometry, etc. The value of P∗ will

depend on whether the flow is choked or not. The value of ue can also be substituted with mass

flow rate, fluid density, and the curtain flow area:

FNET = FUp − FDn

= (PI − Pset + Patm)AI + ηP∗ (AD −AI) + ṁ2

[

cos θ

2πR1xCdρe
+

1

ρIAI

]

−PBAD −Ksx− (Patm − PB)Abel (50.16)

As the valve seat starts to lift, the curtain area will be smaller than the nozzle flow area and will

become the flow limiting area. As the seat continues to lift this area becomes larger. When the

curtain flow area becomes larger than the nozzle flow area, the flow will be limited by the nozzle

flow area. We can calculate the disk lift at which both flow areas will be equal:

xc =
AN

2πR1
(50.17)

If the pressure relief valve has a constant nozzle diameter, i.e. R1 = RN , then xc is equal to 1/2

the nozzle radius:

xc =
AN

2πRN
=

πR2
N

2πRN
=
RN

2
(50.18)

In order to calculate the mass flow rate through a flow area that is changing, we need to also have a

reasonable value of a discharge coefficient. Recent CFD work for PRV performance and stability

has shown a parabolic dependence of discharge coefficient vs lift, x/xmax.

Cd = Cd,max

[

x

xmax

]ψ

(50.19)

where ψ ranges from 0 to 1.
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6

A different expression was used by Singh and Shak for the calculation of the discharge coefficient:

Cd = ψCd,max for x ≤ xc (50.20)

Cd = Cd,max − (Cd,max − ψCd,max)
xmax − x

xmax − xc
for x > xc (50.21)

where ψ is an empirical parameter to be determined experimentally for a specific class of pressure

relief valves. Singh and Shak report a value of ψ = 0.9 from their modeling efforts. For all liquid

flow the value of P∗ can be approximated by PI . For choked gas or multiphase flow, if the flow

is choked at the curtain area, then P∗ can also be approximated by PI . If the flow is choked at

the nozzle, P∗ can be approximated as PB . Note that PB represents the static pressure in the valve

body bowl. The flow distribution in the body bowl has been shown to be three dimensional where

flow separation and condensation is possible.

Using a single degree of freedom analysis to describe the motion of the valve disc, we can write

the following equations:

dx

dt
= ud (50.22)

mD
dud
dt

+ Cud = FNET (50.23)

whereC is the coefficient of viscous damping in Ns/m, and ud is the speed of valve stem movement

in m/s.

It is typical to relate the coefficient of viscous damping to the critical damping coefficient for a

spring-mass system:

C = ζCcr (50.24)

Ccr = 2mDωn =
2Ks

ωn
= 2

√

KsmD (50.25)

ωn =

√

Ks

mD

(50.26)

where ζ is the viscous damping coefficient, dimensionless, typically set at 0.2, and ωn is the un-

damped circular natural frequency in radians/s. Other variables typically used in the context of

single degree of freedom analysis include:

τn =
2π

ωn
= 2π

√

mD

Ks
(50.27)

fn =
1

τn
=
ωn
2π

=
1

2π

√

Ks

mD
(50.28)

where τn is the undamped natural period in s, and fn is the undamped natural frequency in Hz
where one Hz equals 1 cycle/second.
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Using the above equations, we can now write an overall description of how the valve disc will

move:

dx

dt
= ud (50.29)

dud
dt

=
1

mD

[FNET − ζCcrud] (50.30)

When the valve disk is on the seat or at the upper stop, a coefficient of restitution is used to reverse

the spindle direction [2]:

dx
′

dt
= −β

dx

dt
(50.31)

where β is the coefficient of restitution (typically set at 0.01) and x
′

represents x after contact with

the valve seat or upper stops.

Equations 50.11, 50.16, 50.17, 50.20, 50.21, 50.29 and 50.30 can be integrated numerically over

a specified time step with user specified values of PI , PB , ρI , and ṁ. The SuperChems solution is

performed using time splitting:

1. Set t = 0. ud = 0 and x = 0. Set PB to ambient pressure or user superimposed back pressure.

Set PI and ρI to vessel conditions Po and ρo. Set ṁ to 0.

2. Assume that PB , ρI , and ṁ persist for one time step, dt

3. Integrate Equations 50.11, 50.16, 50.17, 50.20, 50.21, 50.29 and 50.30 for one time step dt.

4. Set the PRV flow area to the smaller value of either AN or 2πR1x. Set the discharge coeffi-

cient for the PRV from Equations 50.20 and 50.21.

5. Solve the coupled vessel-piping dynamics using the existing detailed and complex SuperChems

Models for one time step dt.

6. Set PI and ρI to the values calculated at the inlet of the PRV. Set the value of PB to the value

calculate at the discharge of the PRV. Set ṁ to the value calculated by the vessel dynamics.

7. Increment time by dt.

8. Go to Step 2.

50.3 Impact of Inlet and Discharge Piping

PRV stability is heavily influenced by the inlet and discharge piping configuration. Excessive inlet

pressure loss or backpressure can cause PRV chatter. As the PRV starts to open, the pressure up-

stream of the PRV starts to decrease due to sudden expansion. This gives rise to an expansion wave
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that will travel upstream. As the expansion wave reaches the pressure source (Vessel) upstream,

it reflects and travels back towards the PRV as a compression wave. The largest upstream pres-

sure fluctuations are expected to occur during fast opening or closing of the PRV. Note that during

the opening of the PRV, a delay is typically observed in backpressure buildup because of the time

needed to fill body-bowl and the discharge piping.

For simple piping configurations (constant diameter piping without area changes and/or the pres-

ence of other acoustic barriers) the upstream pressure drop or rise during the PRV opening or

closing can be estimated from the following equations:

twave =
2Lp
c0

τ = min
(

twave
tvalve

, 1
)

∆Pwave = τ
c0Ṁ

Ap
+ τ 2 Ṁ2

2ρ0A2
p

0 ≤ τ ≤ 1

∆Pwave = τρuc0

[

1 +
τρu

2ρ0c0

]

0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 (50.32)

where the subscript 0 indicates upstream vessel conditions, Ṁ is the mass flow rate at full PRV

open position, and tvalve is the PRV opening or closing time. For an ideal gas, the speed of sound

c0 =
√

γ P0

ρ0
.Equation 50.32 is based on the acoustic wave theory where the valve opening or

closing is assumed to be instantaneous. Singh and Shak [1] recommend the use of the steady state

value of Ṁ as a conservative value. Similarly, the pressure drop due to friction during opening or

closing of the PRV can be estimated from the steady state value and τ :

∆Pf,wave = τ 2∆Pf = τ 2
Ṁ2

(

K + 4fLp

Dp

)

2ρ0A2
p

0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 (50.33)

where K is the number of velocity heads loss, f is the Fanning friction factor, Dp is the pipe

diameter, and Lp is the pipe length. If the actual piping configuration is complex, one or two-

dimensional fluid dynamics equations solutions may be required to estimate the acoustic pressure

drop due to expansion and reflections of the pressure wave.

50.4 Modeling PRV Stability Data Needs

In order to properly model the behavior of a spring load pressure relief valve, we need the following

information:

1. Accurate valve geometry information for AD, AN , Abel, and AI .

2. Mass of the spring and moving parts mD

3. Fluid exit discharge angle at full lift θo
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4. Spring constant Ks

It is going to be difficult to model the dynamics of a PRV without test data for fitting the empirical

parameters, η, and ψ for specific model series of pressure relief valves.

50.5 Estimation of Ks and mD

Grolmes [3] has recently developed an empirical method for the estimation of spring constants and

weights in motion based on actual measurements of several PRVs and associated components. His

measurements included a 4P6 and a 6Q8 as well smaller valves as shown in Table 50.1.

Note that the weight in motion reported by Grolmes [3] includes 1/3 of the spring mass (see Fig-

ure 50.3. Grolmes provides the following equation for the estimation of the PRV spring constant:

Ks = C1

[

PsetAN

xmax

]

= C2C3

[

PsetAN

xmax

]

=
(

Pfullf low
Pset

) (

Apop

AN

) [

PsetAN

xmax

]

(50.34)

where C1, C2, and C3 are dimensionless constants close to 1 in magnitude. He also provides an

empirical formula for estimating the weight in motion:

mD =
MPRV

100
(1.8 + 0.022MPRV ) = 0.018MPRV + 0.00022M2

PRV (50.35)

where MPRV is the valve body weight in pounds. The actual spring constants calculated by

Grolmes [3] as shown in Table 50.1 were calculated using the following equation:

Ks =
Gd

8C3Na
=

Gd

8C3 (Nt − 2)
=

E

2 (1 + ν)

d

8C3 (Nt − 2)
(50.36)

where d is the wire diameter, Na is the number of active coils, C is the diameter modulus, D is

the mean diameter, G is the modulus of torsion, E is Young’s modulus of elasticity and ν ' 0.3 is

Poisson’s ratio (see Figure 50.4). Note that E and G change with temperature.

Grolmes [5] also provides a simple equation for the estimation of the PRV opening time:

topen =
1

2πfn

√

2

Apop/AN − 1
'

1

2fn
(50.37)

50.6 Cycles to Failure

To be added later. [GAM]
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Table 50.1: PRV constants measured by Grolmes

Consolidated Consolidated Consolidated

Dresser Dresser Farris Farris Farris Dresser Crosby

Model 1906Fc 1905Fc 26FA10 26GA10L 26PB10-120 1910-30-Qc

Serial Number TJ46345 TH85105 67041-A10 545342-1-A14/G 7511-A9 TC78912

Bellows No No No No Yes Yes

Inlet - in 1 1 1 1 4 6 6

Flange 300# RF 150# RF 150# RF 150# RF 150# RF 300# RF

Outlet - in 2 2 2 2 6 8 6

Flange 150# RF 150# RF 150# RF 150# RF 150# RF 150# RF

Nozzle [Letter] F F F G P Q M

API Area - in2 0.307 0.307 0.307 0.503 6.38 11.05

Set Pressure - psig 100 120 180 100 50 185 ' 2385

Name Plate Rating 695 scfm air 818 scfm air 1239 scfm air 145 usgpm water 7932 scfm air

Catalog Rating 698 scfm air 821 scfm air 1239 scfm air 145 usgpm water 7877 scfm air 43000

Date of Manufacture Oct-91 Jan-90 Oct-08

Dead Weight - lb 43 39.5 38.5 39 185

Catalog Weight - lb 45 45 44 50 190 530

Redbook Nozzle Area - in2 0.375 0.375 0.371 0.559 7.087 12.85

Measured Nozzle Area - in2 0.363 0.363 0.371 0.567 6.4108 12.347 3.40

Redbook Lift in 0.182 0.182 0.206 0.326 0.901 1.09 0.54

Measured:

Spring Weight - g 103 112 360 241 2555.2 14968

Cap and Bellows - g 322 322 96 231 3137.7 19731

Spring Rod - g 269.5 230 205 126 513 2268

Spring Button - g 51 51 107 103 731.7 5216

Total Weight In motion - g 676.8 640.3 528.0 540.3 5234.1 32204.3

Spring Free Length - in 2.737 2.000 4.1875 4.275 7.6875 12.125

Spring OD - in 1.343 1.380 1.7620 1.605 3.5590 7.091

Spring ID - in 0.960 0.975 1.1670 1.125 2.5120 4.875

Spring Wire Diameter - in 0.192 0.202 0.2975 0.240 0.5250 1.108

Spring Check - in -0.001 0.000 0.0000 0.000 -0.0015 0.0000

Spring Pitch - in 0.407 0.413 0.4670 0.486 0.9750 2.25

Spring Coil Angle - Degrees 8.0 8.0 9.0 7.0 9.0 9.0

Spring G - psi 1.16 ×107 1.16 ×107 1.16 ×107 1.16 ×107 1.16 ×107 1.18 ×107

Spring Mean Diameter - in 1.1515 1.1775 1.4645 1.365 3.0355 5.983

Spring C or D/d 6.00 5.83 4.92 5.69 5.78 5.40

Spring Active Coils - # 5.7 3.8 8.0 7.8 6.9 4.4

Ks - lbf/in 225 385 454 243 572 2365 16380

Ks - N/m 39474 67383 79478 42483 100166 414119 2868543

mD - kg 0.677 0.640 0.528 0.540 5.234 32.204 27.2

fn - Hz 38.4 51.6 61.7 44.6 22.0 18.0 51.68

Estimated:
AD

AN

1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.2
Abel

AN

' 1.0 ' 1.0

Ks - lbf/in 289 347 455 241 552 2827

Ks - N/m 50654 60785 79695 42155 96685 494925

mD - kg 0.677 0.612 0.499 0.680 5.171 31.253

fn - Hz 43.54 50.14 63.61 39.62 21.76 20.03

Glide Surface Area - in2 5.77 5.77 2.38 2.00 16.27 49.14

Cap/Nozzle Impact Area - in2 0.169 0.169 0.075 0.201 1.12 2.686

mD / Valve Weight - % 3.32 3.14 2.64 2.39 6.07 13.40

Crosby 6M6 was reported by Langerman [4]
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Figure 50.3: Pressure Relief Valve Operation as a Spring-Mass System [3]

Figure 50.4: Helical Springs Constants [3]
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